Make Robot Engineers' Work a Lot Easier
～ You can control Network Robot with ease by R D B O X ～
Robot engineers are considered the best and the brightest, and they can certainly multi-task.
However, there are too many other (complicated and stressful) things that prevent them from
concentrating on development. We, at INTEC, wanted to help those best and brightest
engineers concentrate more on robot development and so we designed "RDBOX," a partner to
robot engineers in the IT field.
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Easily achieve network robot
connectivity without internet
or networking knowledge!

Smooth and Continuous Development
Using IT!
Reducing the complexity of distributed systems
Easily set up a dedicated local area network for
robots.
Simply connect RDBOX in
between the internet and
your service robot. In one
simple step, you can build a
local area network and
development environment.
No knowledge of internet or
networking is necessary.
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Many network applications, including NTP, are
offered with the product. Automate your network
robot management.
Take NTP as an example. Many company networks limit
connections to public NTP servers, but RDBOX makes clock
synchronization between all computers easy.

All you need is a power source. Cover the whole
movable range of mobile robots with a Wi-Fi
network.
Huge data, such as images, audio and point clouds can be
easily sent through a Wi-Fi environment. RDBOX is a practical
option for a reliable indoor system.

Take advantage of virtualization to reduce stress
Our proprietary technology is available for partial
virtualization, which offers engineers flexible
options.

Container virtualization frees engineers from
repeatedly setting-up operating systems and
middleware.

Engineers without much Docker experience can make a start
with container-format virtualization. One notable feature of
RDBOX is that it allows a bare metal mixed environment when
you need to connect hardware not recognized in Docker.

Save a Docker container
image with preset operating
system and middleware into
the registry.
During robot development,
you can just install differences
based on this container
image, saving you from
repeating the same operation.

You can operate multiple associated computers
as if you were working with only one.
Clusters are formed among RDBOX, robots and other
computers. You can integrate nodes, process launching and
monitoring, and processes’ standard output through RDBOX.
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Continuous development and management of robots through CI
RDBOX supports CI tool implementation. Less
pressure on engineers in deployment to
production environment.

Engineer

CI tools that are commonly used in the field of IT can also be
applied for robot development. Automatic deployment can be
scheduled at a convenient time according to the robots' status,
such as during charging.
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※CI=Continuous Integration

Potential of Cloud Robotics
Easy service implementation through SaaS or
more advanced remote robot monitoring is at
your fingertips.

You Can Choose Your Favorite Hardware
Raspberry Pi is not the only hardware that works
with RDBOX. You can freely use any available
hardware to build your system.
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